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Tsuru no Mai Bridge
The elegant Tsuru no Mai Bridge, which spans Tsugaru
Fujimi Lake, is an unforgettable sight. With its three gentle
arches and Mt. Iwaki in the background, it resembles a
crane in flight. It is said that if you walk across the bridge
you will enjoy a long life.
The 300-meter wooden bridge, the longest triple-arch
bridge in Japan, was completed on July 8, 1994. It is now
a symbol of the town of Tsuruta, famous as the home of
the red-crowned crane, as well as a place of international
cultural exchange.
Tsuru no Mai Bridge’s personality shifts with the changing
seasons, and even the time of day. The spectacular
scene of the bridge emerging with the dawn, and its
orange and red glow at sunset, draws visitors from all
over Japan and the world.
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